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Christie Lites Fat Frog Manual supplement 

 
The Fat Frog console is an entry level conventional/moving light console 
with a less elaborate operating system than the MA consoles, making it 
easier and faster to learn.    However, one function on the Fat Frog may 
present a challenge to all but the most experienced operator.  The first DMX 
channel on each fixture addresses multiple functions between value 0 – 256, 
including Shutter, Strobe, Reset, and Lamp On/Off.   
 
Caution: Scrolling past the Strobe function into these higher 
values on the “STROBE” encoder wheel will inadvertently 
reset the fixture, and/ or turn the lamp off.   
 
To keep your programming simple and trouble free we recommend 
changing several parameters on the moving lights as you address them.    
Using the onboard fixture control panel please make the following changes: 
 
 

Martin Mac 250+ 
DMX 2, fast pan and tilt, indexed, DMX reset disabled, auto lamp on enabled, DMX 
lamp off disabled 
 
1) [Menu]  
2) Arrow up/down to “PERS” [Enter] 
3) Arrow up/down to “DFSE” [Enter] 
4) ”FACT” [Enter]  “Load” [Enter] 
5) [Menu] 
6) Arrow up/down to “DRES” [Enter] 
7) Arrow up/down to “OFF” [Enter] 
8) Arrow up/down to “ALON” [Enter] 
9) Arrow up/down to “ON” [Enter] 
10) [Menu] [Menu]  
The lamp will now strike within 90 seconds of power on.   
 
 

Martin Entour 
 

1) [Menu]  
2) Arrow up/down to “DFSE” [Enter] 
3) Arrow up/down to ”FACT” [Enter]  “Load” [Enter] 
4) [Menu]  
5) Arrow up/down to “PERS” [Enter] 
6) Arrow up/down to “DRES” [Enter] 
7) Arrow up/down to “OFF” [Enter] 
8) Arrow up/down to “ALON” [Enter] 
9) Arrow up/down to “ON” [Enter] 
10) [Menu] [Menu] 
The lamp will now strike within 90 seconds of power on.   
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Martin Mac 500 
Mode 2, fast pan and tilt, scroll mode, DMX reset disabled, auto lamp on enabled, DMX 
lamp off disabled 

 
1) [Menu]  
2) Arrow up/down to “SPEC” [Enter] 
3) Arrow up/down to “DFSE” [Enter] 
4) Arrow up/down to ”FACT” [Enter]  “Load” [Enter] 
5) [Menu]  
6) Arrow up/down to “gMOD” [Enter] 
7) Arrow up/down to ‘SCROLL” [Enter] 
8) Arrow up/down to “DRES” [Enter] 
9) Arrow up/down to “OFF” [Enter] 
10) Arrow up/down to “ALON” [Enter] 
11) Arrow up/down to “ON” [Enter] 
12) [Menu]  
13) Arrow up/down to “PTSP” [Enter]  “ON” [Enter 
14)  [Menu] [Menu]  
The lamp will now strike within 90 seconds of power on.   
 

Martin Mac 600NT 
Mode 2, fast pan and tilt, DMX reset disabled, auto lamp on enabled, DMX lamp off 
disabled 
 
1) [Menu]  
2) Arrow up/down to “SPEC” [Enter] 
3) Arrow up/down to “DFSE” [Enter] 
4) Arrow up/down to ”FACT” [Enter]  “Load” [Enter] 
5) [Menu]  
6) Arrow up/down to “DRES” [Enter] 
7) Arrow up/down to “OFF” [Enter] 
8) Arrow up/down to “ALON” [Enter] 
9) Arrow up/down to “ON” [Enter] 
10) [Menu]  
11) Arrow up/down to “PTSP” [Enter]  “ON” [Enter 
12)  [Menu] [Menu]  
The lamp will now strike within 90 seconds of power on.   
 

Martin Mac 2000 Profile and Mac 2000 Wash and Mac 2000 
Performance 
-16 bit, normal speed, DMX reset disabled, auto lamp on enabled, DMX lamp off disabled 
 

1) [Menu]  
2) Arrow up/down to “DFSE” [Enter] 
3) Arrow up/down to “FACT” [Enter] “Load” [Enter] 
4) [Menu] 
5) Arrow up/down to “PERS” [Enter] 
6) Arrow up/down to “DRES” [Enter] 
7) Arrow up/down to “OFF” [Enter] 
8) Arrow up/ down to “ALON” [Enter] 
9) Arrow up/down to “ON” [Enter] 
10)  [Menu] [Menu]  
The lamp will now strike within 90 seconds of power on.   
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